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Parenthesized Hangul letters

3200 (㈠) PARENTHESIZED HANGUL KIYEOK
≈ 0028 (110B ⚷ 1169 ⚷ 1165 ⚷ 11AB ⚷ 0029)
3201 (㈡) PARENTHESIZED HANGUL NIEUN
≈ 0028 (1102 ⚷ 0029)
3202 (㈢) PARENTHESIZED HANGUL TIEUT
≈ 0028 (1103 ⚷ 0029)
3203 (㈣) PARENTHESIZED HANGUL RIEUL
≈ 0028 (1105 ⚷ 0029)
3204 (㈤) PARENTHESIZED HANGUL MIEUM
≈ 0028 (1106 ⚷ 0029)
3205 (㈥) PARENTHESIZED HANGUL PIEUP
≈ 0028 (1107 ⚷ 0029)
3206 (㈦) PARENTHESIZED HANGUL SIOS
≈ 0028 (1109 ⚷ 0029)
3207 (㈧) PARENTHESIZED HANGUL IEUNG
≈ 0028 (110B ⚷ 0029)
3208 (㈨) PARENTHESIZED HANGUL CIEUC
≈ 0028 (110C ⚷ 0029)
3209 (㈩) PARENTHESIZED HANGUL CHIEUCH
≈ 0028 (110E ⚷ 0029)
320A (㈪) PARENTHESIZED HANGUL KIEUKH
≈ 0028 (110F ⚷ 0029)
320B (㈫) PARENTHESIZED HANGUL THEIUTH
≈ 0028 (1110 ⚷ 0029)
320C (㈬) PARENTHESIZED HANGUL PHIEUPH
≈ 0028 (1111 ⚷ 0029)
320D (㈭) PARENTHESIZED HANGUL HIEUH
≈ 0028 (1112 ⚷ 0029)

Parenthesized Hangul syllables

320E (㈠) PARENTHESIZED HANGUL KIYEOK A
≈ 0028 (1100 ⚷ 1161 ⚷ 0029)
320F (㈡) PARENTHESIZED HANGUL NIEUN A
≈ 0028 (1102 ⚷ 1161 ⚷ 0029)
3210 (㈣) PARENTHESIZED HANGUL TIEUT A
≈ 0028 (1103 ⚷ 1161 ⚷ 0029)
3211 (㈤) PARENTHESIZED HANGUL RIEUL A
≈ 0028 (1105 ⚷ 1161 ⚷ 0029)
3212 (㈥) PARENTHESIZED HANGUL MIEUM A
≈ 0028 (1106 ⚷ 1161 ⚷ 0029)
3213 (㈦) PARENTHESIZED HANGUL PIEUP A
≈ 0028 (1107 ⚷ 1161 ⚷ 0029)
3214 (㈧) PARENTHESIZED HANGUL SIOS A
≈ 0028 (1109 ⚷ 1161 ⚷ 0029)
3215 (㈨) PARENTHESIZED HANGUL IEUNG A
≈ 0028 (110B ⚷ 1161 ⚷ 0029)
3216 (㈩) PARENTHESIZED HANGUL CIEUC A
≈ 0028 (110C ⚷ 1161 ⚷ 0029)
3217 (㈪) PARENTHESIZED HANGUL CHIEUCH A
≈ 0028 (110E ⚷ 1161 ⚷ 0029)
3218 (㈫) PARENTHESIZED HANGUL KIEUKH A
≈ 0028 (110F ⚷ 1161 ⚷ 0029)
3219 (㈬) PARENTHESIZED HANGUL THEIUTH A
≈ 0028 (1110 ⚷ 1161 ⚷ 0029)
321A (㈭) PARENTHESIZED HANGUL PHIEUPH A
≈ 0028 (1111 ⚷ 1161 ⚷ 0029)
321B (㈮) PARENTHESIZED HANGUL HIEUH A
≈ 0028 (1112 ⚷ 1161 ⚷ 0029)
321C (㈯) PARENTHESIZED HANGUL CIEUC U
≈ 0028 (110C ⚷ 116E ⚷ 0029)

Parenthesized Korean words

321D (㈠) PARENTHESIZED KOREAN CHARACTER O HU
≈ 0028 (110B ⚷ 1169 ⚷ 1165 ⚷ 11AB ⚷ 0029)
321E (㈡) PARENTHESIZED KOREAN CHARACTER O HU
• preferred spelling for the name is ohu
≈ 0028 (110B ⚷ 1169 ⚷ 1112 ⚷ 116E ⚷ 0029)

Parenthesized ideographs

3220 (㈠) PARENTHESIZED IDEOGRAPH ONE
≈ 0028 (4E00 ⚷ 0029)
3221 (㈡) PARENTHESIZED IDEOGRAPH TWO
≈ 0028 (4E01 ⚷ 0029)
3222 (㈢) PARENTHESIZED IDEOGRAPH THREE
≈ 0028 (4E02 ⚷ 0029)
3223 (㈣) PARENTHESIZED IDEOGRAPH FOUR
≈ 0028 (56DB ⚷ 0029)
3224 (㈤) PARENTHESIZED IDEOGRAPH FIVE
≈ 0028 (4E94 ⚷ 0029)
3225 (㈥) PARENTHESIZED IDEOGRAPH SIX
≈ 0028 (516D ⚷ 0029)
3226 (㈦) PARENTHESIZED IDEOGRAPH SEVEN
≈ 0028 (4E03 ⚷ 0029)
3227 (㈧) PARENTHESIZED IDEOGRAPH EIGHT
≈ 0028 (5168 ⚷ 0029)
3228 (㈨) PARENTHESIZED IDEOGRAPH NINE
≈ 0028 (4E5D ⚷ 0029)
3229 (㈩) PARENTHESIZED IDEOGRAPH TEN
≈ 0028 (5341 ⚷ 0029)
322A (㈠) PARENTHESIZED IDEOGRAPH MOON
• Monday
≈ 0028 (6708 ⚷ 0029)
322B (㈡) PARENTHESIZED IDEOGRAPH FIRE
• Tuesday
≈ 0028 (706B ⚷ 0029)
322C (㈢) PARENTHESIZED IDEOGRAPH WATER
• Wednesday
≈ 0028 (6C34 ⚷ 0029)
322D (㈣) PARENTHESIZED IDEOGRAPH WOOD
• Thursday
≈ 0028 (6728 ⚷ 0029)
322E (㈤) PARENTHESIZED IDEOGRAPH METAL
• Friday
≈ 0028 (91D1 ⚷ 0029)
322F (㈥) PARENTHESIZED IDEOGRAPH EARTH
• Saturday
≈ 0028 (571F ⚷ 0029)
3230 (㈦) PARENTHESIZED IDEOGRAPH SUN
• Sunday
≈ 0028 (65E5 ⚷ 0029)
3231 (㈧) PARENTHESIZED IDEOGRAPH STOCK
• incorporated
≈ 0028 (682A ⚷ 0029)
3232 (㈨) PARENTHESIZED IDEOGRAPH HAVE
• limited
≈ 0028 (6709 ⚷ 0029)
3233 (㈩) PARENTHESIZED IDEOGRAPH SOCIETY
• company
≈ 0028 (793E ⚷ 0029)
3234 (㈠) PARENTHESIZED IDEOGRAPH NAME
≈ 0028 (540D ⚷ 0029)
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PARENTHESEd IDEOGRAPH SPECIAL
≈ 0028 (7297 特 0029)
PARENTHESEd IDEOGRAPH FINANCIAL
≈ 0028 (8CA1 財 0029)
PARENTHESEd IDEOGRAPH CONGRATULATION
≈ 0028 (795D 祝 0029)
PARENTHESEd IDEOGRAPH LABOR
≈ 0028 (52B4 労 0029)
PARENTHESEd IDEOGRAPH REPRESENT
≈ 0028 (4EE3 代 0029)
PARENTHESEd IDEOGRAPH CALL
≈ 0028 (547C 呼 0029)
PARENTHESEd IDEOGRAPH STUDY
≈ 0028 (5B66 学 0029)
PARENTHESEd IDEOGRAPH SUPERVISE
≈ 0028 (76E3 監 0029)
PARENTHESEd IDEOGRAPH ENTERPRISE
≈ 0028 (4F01 企 0029)
PARENTHESEd IDEOGRAPH RESOURCE
≈ 0028 (8C77 資 0029)
PARENTHESEd IDEOGRAPH ALLIANCE
≈ 0028 (55A4 携 0029)
PARENTHESEd IDEOGRAPH FESTIVAL
≈ 0028 (796D 祭 0029)
PARENTHESEd IDEOGRAPH REST
≈ 0028 (4F11 休 0029)
PARENTHESEd IDEOGRAPH SELF
* from
≈ 0028 (81EA 自 0029)
PARENTHESEd IDEOGRAPH REACH
* to
≈ 0028 (81F3 至 0029)

Circled ideographs from ARIB STD B24

CIRCLED IDEOGRAPH QUESTION
≈ <circle> 554F 問
CIRCLED IDEOGRAPH KINDERGARTEN
≈ <circle> 5E7C 幼
CIRCLED IDEOGRAPH SCHOOL
≈ <circle> 6587 学
CIRCLED IDEOGRAPH KOTO
≈ <circle> 7B8F 素

Circled numbers on black squares from ARIB STD B24

CIRCLED NUMBER TEN ON BLACK SQUARE
= speed limit 10 km/h
CIRCLED NUMBER TWENTY ON BLACK SQUARE
= speed limit 20 km/h
CIRCLED NUMBER THIRTY ON BLACK SQUARE
= speed limit 30 km/h
CIRCLED NUMBER FORTY ON BLACK SQUARE
= speed limit 40 km/h
CIRCLED NUMBER FIFTY ON BLACK SQUARE
= speed limit 50 km/h
CIRCLED NUMBER SIXTY ON BLACK SQUARE
= speed limit 60 km/h
CIRCLED NUMBER SEVENTY ON BLACK SQUARE
= speed limit 70 km/h
CIRCLED NUMBER EIGHTY ON BLACK SQUARE
= speed limit 80 km/h

Circled numbers

CIRCLED NUMBER TWENTY ONE
≈ <circle> 0032 2 0031 1
CIRCLED NUMBER TWENTY TWO
≈ <circle> 0032 2 0032 2
CIRCLED NUMBER TWENTY THREE
≈ <circle> 0032 2 0033 3
CIRCLED NUMBER TWENTY FOUR
≈ <circle> 0032 2 0034 4
CIRCLED NUMBER TWENTY FIVE
≈ <circle> 0032 2 0035 5
CIRCLED NUMBER TWENTY SIX
≈ <circle> 0032 2 0036 6
CIRCLED NUMBER TWENTY SEVEN
≈ <circle> 0032 2 0037 7
CIRCLED NUMBER TWENTY EIGHT
≈ <circle> 0032 2 0038 8
CIRCLED NUMBER TWENTY NINE
≈ <circle> 0032 2 0039 9
CIRCLED NUMBER THIRTY
≈ <circle> 0033 3 0030 0
CIRCLED NUMBER THIRTY ONE
≈ <circle> 0033 3 0031 1
CIRCLED NUMBER THIRTY TWO
≈ <circle> 0033 3 0032 2
CIRCLED NUMBER THIRTY THREE
≈ <circle> 0033 3 0033 3
CIRCLED NUMBER THIRTY FOUR
≈ <circle> 0033 3 0034 4
CIRCLED NUMBER THIRTY FIVE
≈ <circle> 0033 3 0035 5

Circled Hangul letters

CIRCLED HANGUL KIYEOK
≈ <circle> 1100 ₙ
CIRCLED HANGUL NIEUN
≈ <circle> 1102 ₖ
CIRCLED HANGUL TIEUT
≈ <circle> 1103 ₐ
CIRCLED HANGUL RIEUL
≈ <circle> 1105 ₒ
CIRCLED HANGUL MIEUM
≈ <circle> 1106 ₓ
CIRCLED HANGUL PIEUP
≈ <circle> 1107 ₔ
CIRCLED HANGUL SIOS
≈ <circle> 1109 ₖ
CIRCLED HANGUL IEUNG
≈ <circle> 110B ₕ
CIRCLED HANGUL CIEUC
≈ <circle> 110C ₖ
CIRCLED HANGUL CHIEUCH
≈ <circle> 110E ₗ
CIRCLED HANGUL KHEUKH
≈ <circle> 110F ₘ
CIRCLED HANGUL THEUTH
≈ <circle> 1110 ₙ
CIRCLED HANGUL PHIEUPH
≈ <circle> 1111 ₚ
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326D ❋ CIRCLED HANGUL HIEUH
≈ <circle> 1112

Circled Hangul syllables
326E ❋ CIRCLED HANGUL KIYEOK A
≈ <circle> 1100
326F ❋ CIRCLED HANGUL NIEUN A
≈ <circle> 1102
3270 ❋ CIRCLED HANGUL TIKKEUT A
≈ <circle> 1103
3271 ❋ CIRCLED HANGUL RIEUL A
≈ <circle> 1105
3272 ❋ CIRCLED HANGUL MIEUM A
≈ <circle> 1106
3273 ❋ CIRCLED HANGUL PIEUP A
≈ <circle> 1107
3274 ❋ CIRCLED HANGUL SIOS A
≈ <circle> 1109
3275 ❋ CIRCLED HANGUL IEUNG A
≈ <circle> 1108
3276 ❋ CIRCLED HANGUL CIEUC A
≈ <circle> 110C
3277 ❋ CIRCLED HANGUL CHIEUCH A
≈ <circle> 110E
3278 ❋ CIRCLED HANGUL KHIUKH A
≈ <circle> 110F
3279 ❋ CIRCLED HANGUL THIEUTH A
≈ <circle> 1110
327A ❋ CIRCLED HANGUL PHIEUPH A
≈ <circle> 1111
327B ❋ CIRCLED HANGUL HIEUH A
≈ <circle> 1112

Circled Korean words
327C ❋ CIRCLED KOREAN CHARACTER CHAMKO
≈ <circle> 110E
327D ❋ CIRCLED KOREAN CHARACTER JUEUI
≈ <circle> 110C

Circled Hangul syllable
327E ❋ CIRCLED HANGUL IEUNG U
• postal code mark
≈ <circle> 110B

Symbol
327F ❋ KOREAN STANDARD SYMBOL

Circled ideographs
3280 ❋ CIRCLED IDEOGRAPH ONE
= maru-iti, symbol of unification
≈ <circle> 4E00
3281 ❋ CIRCLED IDEOGRAPH TWO
≈ <circle> 4E0B
3282 ❋ CIRCLED IDEOGRAPH THREE
≈ <circle> 4E09
3283 ❋ CIRCLED IDEOGRAPH FOUR
≈ <circle> 566B
3284 ❋ CIRCLED IDEOGRAPH FIVE
≈ <circle> 4E94
3285 ❋ CIRCLED IDEOGRAPH SIX
≈ <circle> 516D
3286 ❋ CIRCLED IDEOGRAPH SEVEN
≈ <circle> 4E03
3287 ❋ CIRCLED IDEOGRAPH EIGHT
≈ <circle> 516B
3288 ❋ CIRCLED IDEOGRAPH NINE
≈ <circle> 4E5D
3289 ❋ CIRCLED IDEOGRAPH TEN
≈ <circle> 5341
328A ❋ CIRCLED IDEOGRAPH MOON
• Monday
≈ <circle> 6708
328B ❋ CIRCLED IDEOGRAPH FIRE
• Tuesday
≈ <circle> 706B
328C ❋ CIRCLED IDEOGRAPH WATER
• Wednesday
≈ <circle> 6C34
328D ❋ CIRCLED IDEOGRAPH WOOD
• Thursday
≈ <circle> 6728
328E ❋ CIRCLED IDEOGRAPH METAL
• Friday
≈ <circle> 91D1
328F ❋ CIRCLED IDEOGRAPH EARTH
• Saturday
≈ <circle> 571F
3290 ❋ CIRCLED IDEOGRAPH SUN
• Sunday
≈ <circle> 65E5
3291 ❋ CIRCLED IDEOGRAPH STOCK
• incorporated
≈ <circle> 682A
3292 ❋ CIRCLED IDEOGRAPH HAVE
• limited
≈ <circle> 6709
3293 ❋ CIRCLED IDEOGRAPH SOCIETY
• company
≈ <circle> 793E
3294 ❋ CIRCLED IDEOGRAPH NAME
≈ <circle> 540D
3295 ❋ CIRCLED IDEOGRAPH SPECIAL
≈ <circle> 7279
3296 ❋ CIRCLED IDEOGRAPH FINANCIAL
≈ <circle> 8CA1
3297 ❋ CIRCLED IDEOGRAPH CONGRATULATION
≈ <circle> 795D
3298 ❋ CIRCLED IDEOGRAPH LABOR
≈ <circle> 5284
3299 ❋ CIRCLED IDEOGRAPH SECRET
≈ <circle> 7908
329A ❋ CIRCLED IDEOGRAPH MALE
≈ <circle> 7537
329B ❋ CIRCLED IDEOGRAPH FEMALE
≈ <circle> 5973
329C ❋ CIRCLED IDEOGRAPH SUITABLE
≈ <circle> 9069
329D ❋ CIRCLED IDEOGRAPH EXCELLENT
≈ <circle> 512A
329E ❋ CIRCLED IDEOGRAPH PRINT
• name seal
≈ <circle> 5370
329F ❋ CIRCLED IDEOGRAPH ATTENTION
≈ <circle> 6E8F
32A0 ❋ CIRCLED IDEOGRAPH ITEM
≈ <circle> 9805
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- **32BF** CIRCLED NUMBER FIFTY
  ≈ <circle> 0035 5 0030 0

Telegraph symbols for months

- **32C0** ㋀ IDEOGRAPHIC TELEGRAPH SYMBOL FOR JANUARY
  ≈ 0031 1 6708 月
- **32C1** ㋑ IDEOGRAPHIC TELEGRAPH SYMBOL FOR FEBRUARY
  ≈ 0032 2 6708 月
- **32C2** ㋒ IDEOGRAPHIC TELEGRAPH SYMBOL FOR MARCH
  ≈ 0033 3 6708 月
- **32C3** ㋓ IDEOGRAPHIC TELEGRAPH SYMBOL FOR APRIL
  ≈ 0034 4 6708 月
- **32C4** ㋔ IDEOGRAPHIC TELEGRAPH SYMBOL FOR MAY
  ≈ 0035 5 6708 月
- **32C5** ㋕ IDEOGRAPHIC TELEGRAPH SYMBOL FOR JUNE
  ≈ 0036 6 6708 月
- **32C6** ㋖ IDEOGRAPHIC TELEGRAPH SYMBOL FOR JULY
  ≈ 0037 7 6708 月
- **32C7** ㋗ IDEOGRAPHIC TELEGRAPH SYMBOL FOR AUGUST
  ≈ 0038 8 6708 月
- **32C8** ㋘ IDEOGRAPHIC TELEGRAPH SYMBOL FOR SEPTEMBER
  ≈ 0039 9 6708 月
- **32C9** ㋙ IDEOGRAPHIC TELEGRAPH SYMBOL FOR OCTOBER
  ≈ 0031 1 0030 0 6708 月
- **32CA** ㋚ IDEOGRAPHIC TELEGRAPH SYMBOL FOR NOVEMBER
  ≈ 0031 1 0031 1 6708 月
- **32CB** ㋛ IDEOGRAPHIC TELEGRAPH SYMBOL FOR DECEMBER
  ≈ 0031 1 0032 2 6708 月

Squared Latin abbreviations

- **32CC** ㋣ SQUARE HG
  ≈ <square> 0048 H 0067 g
- **32CD** ㋤ SQUARE ERG
  ≈ <square> 0065 e 0072 r 0067 g
- **32CE** ㋥ SQUARE EV
  ≈ <square> 0065 e 0056 V
- **32CF** ㋦ LIMITED LIABILITY SIGN
  ≈ <square> 004C L 0054 T 0044 D

Circled Katakana

- **32D0** ㋣ CIRCLED KATAKANA A
  ≈ <circle> 30A2 ア
- **32D1** ㋤ CIRCLED KATAKANA I
  ≈ <circle> 30A4 イ
- **32D2** ㋥ CIRCLED KATAKANA U
  ≈ <circle> 30A6 ウ
- **32D3** ㋦ CIRCLED KATAKANA E
  ≈ <circle> 30A8 エ
- **32D4** ㋧ CIRCLED KATAKANA O
  ≈ <circle> 30AA オ
- **32D5** ㋨ CIRCLED KATAKANA KA
  ≈ <circle> 30AB カ
- **32D6** ㋩ CIRCLED KATAKANA KI
  ≈ <circle> 30AD キ
- **32D7** ㋪ CIRCLED KATAKANA KU
  ≈ <circle> 30AF ク
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>32D8</td>
<td>CIRCLED KATAKANA KE</td>
<td>32F7</td>
<td>CIRCLED KATAKANA RI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32D9</td>
<td>CIRCLED KATAKANA KO</td>
<td>32F8</td>
<td>CIRCLED KATAKANA RU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32DA</td>
<td>CIRCLED KATAKANA SA</td>
<td>32F9</td>
<td>CIRCLED KATAKANA RE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32DB</td>
<td>CIRCLED KATAKANA SI</td>
<td>32FA</td>
<td>CIRCLED KATAKANA RO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32DC</td>
<td>CIRCLED KATAKANA SU</td>
<td>32FB</td>
<td>CIRCLED KATAKANA WA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32DD</td>
<td>CIRCLED KATAKANA SE</td>
<td>32FC</td>
<td>CIRCLED KATAKANA WI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32DE</td>
<td>CIRCLED KATAKANA SO</td>
<td>32FD</td>
<td>CIRCLED KATAKANA WE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32DF</td>
<td>CIRCLED KATAKANA TA</td>
<td>32FE</td>
<td>CIRCLED KATAKANA WO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32E0</td>
<td>CIRCLED KATAKANA TI</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32E1</td>
<td>CIRCLED KATAKANA TU</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32E2</td>
<td>CIRCLED KATAKANA TE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32E3</td>
<td>CIRCLED KATAKANA TO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32E4</td>
<td>CIRCLED KATAKANA NA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32E5</td>
<td>CIRCLED KATAKANA NI</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32E6</td>
<td>CIRCLED KATAKANA NU</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32E7</td>
<td>CIRCLED KATAKANA NE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32E8</td>
<td>CIRCLED KATAKANA NO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32E9</td>
<td>CIRCLED KATAKANA HA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32EA</td>
<td>CIRCLED KATAKANA HI</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32EB</td>
<td>CIRCLED KATAKANA HU</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32EC</td>
<td>CIRCLED KATAKANA HE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32ED</td>
<td>CIRCLED KATAKANA HO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32EE</td>
<td>CIRCLED KATAKANA MA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32EF</td>
<td>CIRCLED KATAKANA MI</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32F0</td>
<td>CIRCLED KATAKANA MU</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32F1</td>
<td>CIRCLED KATAKANA ME</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32F2</td>
<td>CIRCLED KATAKANA MO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32F3</td>
<td>CIRCLED KATAKANA YA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32F4</td>
<td>CIRCLED KATAKANA YU</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32F5</td>
<td>CIRCLED KATAKANA YO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32F6</td>
<td>CIRCLED KATAKANA RA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>